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Rabbi Wexler - Vayikra 

 

This week, we begin reading the book of Vayikra, Leviticus. The very first words of Vayikra are 

“The Lord called to Moses and spoke to him from the Tent of Meeting.” There is a scribal 

tradition that the final letter (an alef) in the first word of the Torah reading (Vayikra, which 

means “And God called”) is written in smaller letters in the Torah scroll than the rest of the 

word. Why is this? 

 

One explanation, from the Ba’al HaTurim (14th century Spain), is that the alef is written smaller 

than the rest of the letters because when Moses was taking God’s dictation and writing the 

Torah, he was upset at the idea that someone might think that he thought he was important 

enough that God actually planned a conversation with him. Instead, Moses wanted to leave off 

the aleph, and thereby change the word from “Vayikra” to “Vayikar,” altering the meaning from 

“The Lord called to Moses” to “The Lord had a chance encounter with Moses.” This explanation 

highlights Moses’ humility. 

 

The late Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, the former chief rabbi of Great Britain, offers us another 

interpretation. He points out that the letter alef is not only the last letter in the word Vayikra, but 

it is also the first letter of the Ten Commandments. The Ten Commandments begin with the 

word “Anochi” and it introduces God’s presence in the world (“I am the Lord your God”). 

 

Rabbi Sacks concludes that perhaps the alef is written extra small to emphasize that God’s 

presence is not only felt in big, grand gestures, like the splitting of the Red Sea, but also in the 

quiet gestures and the everyday tasks that take up the majority of our lives. 

 

Perhaps the alef is small to teach us to look out for those small moments. Or, to say it another 

way, maybe there are no small moments in life. Rather there are only moments that we miss the 

opportunity to see God’s presence within. 

 

Our TBS Passover Boxes have helped remind me this lesson. The boxes were certainly no small 

undertaking. They are the result of weeks, and really months, of thought and hard work, of 

SIXTY TBS volunteers building, filling, and delivering them, and of numerous generous donors 

that stepped forward to make the initiative possible. A special thank you to Michele Hasit 

Waxman and Alex Weinberg for their tireless work on these boxes which we hope will help 

enhance your Passover seders and help you continue to feel connected to TBS. 

 

The boxes are one of our many TBS small alefs. We may not be Splitting the Sea at 1901 

Kresson Road, but what makes TBS special, what fills me with pride to be part of our TBS 

community, is that through modest yet profound gestures, great warmth, and abundant love, we 

help to bring God’s presence into the world every day. Just open your TBS Passover box and 

take a look. And then, let us continue to fill our community with small alefs. 

 

Shabbat Shalom. 


